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Let G be a simple connected graph with n vertices and m edges. Let $(G)=$ be
the minimum degree of vertices of G. The spectral radius \(G) of G is the largest
eigenvalue of its adjacency matrix. In this paper, we obtain the following sharp
upper bound of \(G):
\(G)
$&1+- ($+1)2+4(2m&$n)
2
.
Equality holds if and only if G is either a regular graph or a bidegreed graph in
which each vertex is of degree either $ or n&1.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, all graphs are finite undirected graphs without loops and
multiple edges. Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges. The degree
of a vertex v, written by d(v), is the number of edges incident with v.
A vertex of degree 0 in G is called an isolated vertex and a vertex of
degree 1 is called an end-vertex of G.
Let $(G)=$ be the minimum degree of vertices of G. The spectral radius
\(G) of G is the largest eigenvalue of its adjacency matrix A(G). Let u and
v be (not necessarily distinct) vertices of G. A u&v walk of G is a finite
alternating sequence u=u0 , e1 , u1 , e2 , ..., uk&1 , ek , uk=v of vertices and
edges, beginning with vertex u and ending v, such that ei=ui&1ui for
i=1, 2, ..., k. The number k (the number of occurrences of edges) is called
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the length of the walk. We use the symbol u nadjv to denote two vertices
u and v are not adjacent.
R. A. Brualdi and A. J. Hoffman [2] showed that the spectral radius
satisfies \(G)k&1, where m=k(k&1)2 with equality if and only if G is
isomorphic to the disjoint union of the complete graph Kk and isolated
vertices. R. P. Stanley [10] improved the above result. He showed that the
spectral radius \(G)(&1+- 1+8m)2. Equality occurs if and only if
m=k(k&1)2 and G is a disjoint union of the complete graph Kk and
isolated vertices. Y. Hong [5] showed that if G is a simple connected graph
with n vertices and m edges then \(G)- 2m&n+1 with equality if and
only if G is isomorphic to one of the following two graphs: (a) the star
K1, n&1 ; (b) the complete graph Kn .
In this paper, we obtain a new sharp upper bound on the spectral radius
of a simple connected graph with n vertices, m edges, and minimum degree $.
The terminology not defined here can be found in [1, 3, 9, 11, 12].
2. LEMMAS AND RESULTS
Lemma 2.1 [4]. Let G be a simple connected graph with n vertices and
A its adjacency matrix. Let P be any polynomial and Sv(P(A)) is the rowsums
of P(A) corresponding the each vertex v. Then
min Sv(P(A))P(\(A))max Sv(P(A)).
Moreover, equality holds if and only if the rowsums of P(A) are all equal.
Proposition 2.2. f (x)=x&1+- (x+1)2+4(2m&xn) is a decreasing
function of x for 1xn&1, where n&1mn(n&1)2 and 2mxn.
Proof. Differentiating f (x) we obtain
f $(x)=1+
x+1&2n
- (x+1)2+4(2m&xn)
.
It is easy to see that x+1&2n is an increasing function of x for 1x
n&1 and (x+1)2+4(2m&xn) is a decreasing function of x for 1xn&1.
Hence f $(x) f $(n&1)0. Therefore f (x) is a decreasing function of x
for 1xn&1. K
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Theorem 2.3. Let G be a simple graph with n vertices and m edges. Let
$=$(G) be the minimum degree of vertices of G and \(G) be the spectral
radius of the adjacency matrix A of G. Then
\(G)
$&1+- ($+1)2+4(2m&$n)
2
.
Equality holds if and only if G is either a regular graph or a bidegreed graph
in which each vertex is of degree either $ or n&1.
Proof. Note that Sv(Ak) is exactly the number of walks of length k in
G which begin at v. In particular, Sv(A) is d(v) and Sv(A2)=u adj v d(v).
We have
Sv(A2)= :
u adj v
d(u)
=2m&d(v)& :
u nadj v, u{v
d(u)
2m&d(v)&(n&d(v)&1) $
=2m+($&1) d(v)&$(n&1). (V)
Hence
Sv(A2&($&1) A)2m&$(n&1).
As this holds for every vertex v # V(G). Lemma 2.1 implies that
\(G)2&($&1) \(G)2m&$(n&1).
Solving the quadratic inequality, we obtain
\(G)
$&1+- ($+1)2+4(2m&$n)
2
.
In order for the equality to hold, all inequalities in the above argument
must be equalities. In particular, from (V) we have that
:
u nadj v, u{v
d(u)=(n&d(v)&1) $,
for all v # V(G). Hence either d(v)=n&1 or d(u)=$, for all u # V(G),
u nadj v, which implies that either (a) G is a regular graph or (b) G is a
bidegreed graph in which each vertex is of degree either $ or n&1.
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Conversely, if G is a regular graph the equality is satisfied. Let G be a
bidegreed graph in each vertex is of degree either $ or n&1. If v # V(G),
d(v)=n&1, then
Sv(A2&($&1) A)=Sv(A2)&($&1) Sv(A)
=2m&d(v)&($&1) d(v)
=2m&$(n&1).
If d(v)=$<n&1, then d(u)=$, where u nadj v and u{v. So
Sv(A2&($&1) A)=Sv(A2)&($&1) Sv(A)
=2m&d(v)& :
u nadj v, u{v
d(u)&($&1) d(v)
=2m&$&(n&1&$) $&($&1) d(v)
=2m&$(n&1).
Thus
\(G)2&($&1) \(G)=2m&$(n&1),
and
\(G)=
$&1+- ($+1)2+4(2m&$n)
2
.
This completes the proof. K
Remark. By Proposition 2.2, if n and m are fixed then the above upper
bound is a decreasing function of $.
It is easy to get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4 [5]. Let G be a simple connected graph with n vertices
and m edges. Then
\(G)- 2m&n+1.
Equality holds if and only if G is the star K1, n&1 or the complete graph Kn .
Proof. The result follows by $1 and Theorem 2.3. K
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3. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we begin to look at graphs embedded in surfaces. We
assume that the reader is familiar with this notation. A surface is defined
as a connected compact topological space without boundary which is
locally homeomorphic to 2-dimensional Euclidean space R2. Every surface
is topologically equivalent either to Sk obtained from the sphere S0 by
adding k ‘‘handles’’ for some k0 or to Nh obtained from the sphere S0
by adding h ‘‘crosscaps’’ for some h>0. The Euler genus #=#(S) of a
surface S is defined to be 2h if S is a sphere with h handles or k if S is
a sphere with k crosscaps. We say that a graph G is embedded in a surface
S, when its vertices are represented by points in S and each edge by a curve
joining corresponding point in S, in such a way that no curves intersect
each other except at a common vertex. An embedding is said to be 2-cell
embedding if every face is homeomorphic to an open disk. An embedding
is 2-cell embedding if and only if the graph is connected and no noncon-
tractible closed curve in the surface intersects the embedding at few than 1
point.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a simple connected graph with n vertices and m
edges, and a 2-cell embedded in a surface of Euler genus #. Then
m3(n+#&2).
Moreover, equality holds precisely when every faces has degree 3.
Proof. This result follows directly from Euler’s formula. K
By Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.1, taking $=3 we have
Theorem 3.2 [6]. Let G be a simple graph with n vertices and spectral
radius \. Suppose G can be 2-cell embedded on a surface of Euler genus #.
Then
\1+- 3n+6#&8.
If e is an edge of a simple graph G. The graph G by contracting e is
defined to be a graph obtained from G deleting e and identify the endpoints
of e. A graph H is said to be a minor of a graph G if H can be obtained
from a subgraph of G by repeatedly contracting edges. A graph is series-
parallel graph if it has no K4 -minor. A series-parallel graph G is called
maximal series-parallel graph if, for every pair of non-adjacent vertices u
and v of G, the graph G+uv is non-series-parallel graph. An out-planar
graph is a series-parallel graph since it does not contain K4 as a minor.
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Lemma 3.3 [11]. Let G be a maximal series-parallel graph with n
vertices, m edges, and minimum degree $. Then m=2n&3 and $=2.
The join G1 s G2 of disjoint graphs G1 and G2 is the graph obtained
from G1 _ G2 by joining each vertex of G1 to each vertex of G2 .
Theorem 3.4 [7]. Let G be a series-parallel graph with n vertices. Then
\(G) 12+- 2n& 154 ,
with equality if and only if G$K2 s (n&2) K1 , where (n&2) K1 means a
collection of n&2 isolated vertices.
Proof. Let G$ be a maximal series-parallel graph containning G as a
spanning graph. By Lemma 3.3, the number of edges of G$ is 2n&3 and
$(G$)=2. By Theorem 2.3, we have
\(G)\(G$) 12+- 2n& 154 .
Equality holds if and only if either d(v)=2 or d(v)=n&1 (1in),
and G$G$. So the number of edges of G equals 2n&3 too. This implies
that G is isomorphic to K2 s (n&2) K1 . This completes the proof. K
Let T be a tree with n4 vertices and without vertices of degree 2. If T
is embedded in the plane (or sphere) with its end-vertices v1 , v2 , ..., vt under
the rotation of T and new edges (vi , vi+1) (where vt+1=v1) are added to
the edge set of T. Then T together with the cycle (v1 , v2 , ..., vt) forms a
3-connected planar graph G called a Halin graph. Vertex vi (1it) is
called an out-vertex of G, and any other vertex is called an in-vertex of G.
Let p be the number of in-vertices of G and m be the number of edges of
G. Then m=2n& p&1 (1p n2&1) and $(G)=3. A simple graph Wn is
said to be a wheel if it is obtained from a circuit Cn&1 by connecting all
vertices to a new vertex. i.e., Wn=K1 s Cn&1 . By Theorem 2.3, we have
Theorem 3.5 [8]. Let G be a Halin graph with n4 vertices. Then
\(G)1+- n.
Equality holds if and only if G is isomorphic to the wheel Wn .
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